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4 Reasons Why
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Should Not Select
Your CMS
Selecting a content management system can be a complicated process. Maybe you are starting
from scratch, selecting your first ever CMS, or maybe your requirements have evolved and your
current CMS can’t evolve with them. You might make the mistake of picking your design firm to help
you choose a new CMS. They’ve been instrumental in helping design your website’s look and feel,
they’ve worked with clients similar to you, and they have in-house developers building templates
using a CMS – perfect fit, right? The short answer - not exactly.

Let’s stop for a minute and give design firms their due. Design firms specialize in look and feel,
they are up on the latest user experience models, design patterns, textures, elements, colors,
typography, etc. They understand how to create visual experiences that are smooth and inviting, that
transition well between digital and offline. All of this comes in the form of pixel-perfect mock-ups or
well laid out wireframes (of course they are filled with “lorem ipsum”, but we’ll let that one go). You
need these, they are critical to your website’s experience, but they have little to do with the content
management system that will serve as the foundation for everything you do online.
Design firms have a role to play in selecting your CMS, but it’s not a leading role, and here are four
reasons why.
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1. They Don’t Understand Your
Editorial Needs
A content management system used by a single content contributor doesn’t require the same
level of functionality as one used by many content contributors. Unfortunately, most design firms
don’t have experience working in these larger environments, so when they recommend a content
management platform, they don’t take into consideration the needs of multiple authors and editors.
Developers in a design firm spend most of their time working on design templates, or smaller
websites, they don’t build complex systems, and they aren’t experienced requirements analysts.
In most organizations, there will be more than one content contributor—the larger they are, the more
complex the contributor model. They might be from different departments or project teams, and they
probably have different levels of access required.
Consider the organization that wants its communication team to regularly update the news and
press release section of the website, but not the products or services. Or the marketing intern
who should only be allowed to add new blog posts that need to go through a review and approval
workflow before they can be published.
You have a variety of contributors who will require different access rights and levels of authority within
your content management system. Make sure you have these needs clearly documented when you
go into a selection process.
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2. They Are Too Design Focused
Design firms concentrate a lot of time and money ensuring their designers are well trained in the
latest approaches to website design. This is, after all, their bread and butter.
But you often will also see one or more developers in a design firm. They might be building
templates or websites for smaller clients as part of a complete package. Often, the CMS selected for
these smaller development projects is an open source solution, or something that requires a lot of
development effort.
This focus on open source and developer-centric tools allows developers to build their skills without
a lot of financial outlay on training, especially when the development aspects of a project are usually
smaller.
Open source/developer centric solutions aren’t bad—some of the biggest websites are run on
these technologies. But they are selected by teams that have extensive experience, not only in
setting them up, but maintaining them over time. The effort to implement them is not smaller than
commercial software. In fact in some cases, it’s larger.
The design firm wants to keep as much of your project’s funds for the design as possible, so they
will recommend an open source development-centric solution to save money.
The fact is, your design firm should not be “building” your CMS, or implementing it. Let them focus
on the design. Allocate an adequate portion of your CMS project funds to the design process, and
leave the CMS implementation to more experienced team members.
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3. They Don’t Have WellRounded Experience with
CMS Solutions
Developers in a design firm often focus their skills on a specific technology, not on a range of
technologies. The technology they use is often based on an evaluation and selection process the
design firm did years ago that matched the skills of that team.
In most instances, the technology the design firm recommends is the one their developers currently
work with. It’s “the devil you know” mentality. It takes a lot of work to keep up to date on a range of
technologies and solutions, work design firms don’t do because it’s not their core skillset.
Design firms also recommend technology they perceive will help you meet your launch dates.
Unfortunately, CMS technology has little to do with the design process and many other factors, such
as information migration and training content contributors, will have greater impact on the timeline.
It’s this complete CMS implementation experience that design firms don’t have, but is required to
select the best CMS solution.
To properly select a content management system, you need to have one or more people on your
selection team who spend a lot of time researching what is on the market today, how they are being
used, and by whom. You need a team member responsible for documenting the core competencies
of a range of CMS solutions, going deeper into the capabilities of the CMS solutions you short list.
It’s also important to remember that you optimize your CMS around the needs of contributors, not
design. The ability to add design templates is a checkbox exercise. Having end users evaluate a
CMS for a user friendly content publication process is essential.
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4. They Aren’t Experts in Web
Experience Management
Your content management solution is the foundation which supports your unique web experiences
and you will spend a lot of time evaluating that your CMS can support these experiences. But there
are two sides to web experience management: the external, customer experience, and the internal,
content contributor perspective.
The internal contributor experience is critical to an effective, engaging website. How easily can
content be contributed, reused across the site, optimized, personalized? How is workflow set up
and can it be modified as processes change? How much time is required to train end users?
The on-going maintenance of your content is essential to an effective, engaging website. It
necessitates a contributor experience that is easy to understand and use.
Your design firm is not an expert in contributor experiences. They don’t understand your content
processes or how your contributors need to work to efficiently maintain your website.

There are two sides to web experience
management: the external, customer
experience, and the internal, content contributor
perspective.
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What Role Can Your Design Firm
Play in the Selection Process?
They may not be the right team to select your content management system, but your design firm
should not be left in the dark while the review and selection process is taking place.
Whether you are re-designing your website from scratch, or simply moving what you have to a new
platform, you need your design firm to help out. Here’s how:

Provide Insight into What Other Clients Use
You are not your design firm’s only client. To gain you as a client, they have shared experience
with similar types of companies and/ or they have done amazing design work that caught your
attention. It’s rare today to not have some kind of content management system in-house supporting
a responsive website.
This means your design firm has likely been involved in a few other content management projects.
They’ve seen what other companies are using, and they’ve seen what challenges they had. This is
information you can use to help short list your potential CMS providers.
Let’s say, for example, that your design firm worked for a client who implemented a CMS you want
to place on your short list. The project didn’t go smoothly, too much customization was required to
get the CMS to work the way they needed and project timelines were shot. Your requirements might
not be identical, but just knowing that extensive customization was required is enough to put you on
alert. You might still add this CMS to your short list, but you go in armed with specific questions that
will help you decide if they really are a good fit.
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Validate Existing Templates Can Be Imported and
Updated Easily
For those who are not starting from scratch, you need to know if all the work you and your design
team have put into the design can be seamlessly transitioned to the CMS. Can your templates be
moved over as is? Once they are in the CMS, can they be updated easily?
Give your design team a seat at the CMS selection table and make it their priority to understand how
existing templates and styles can be migrated over. Does everything need to be built from scratch?
Maybe minor changes are required that won’t take a lot of time and effort, or maybe, if you are
fortunate, the existing design will transition as is. Maybe, you are looking at so much rework, you
might as well embark on that new design project you have been itching to do.

You’ll want to be sure the
CMS you select allows
you to create rich mobile
experiences leveraging
the same content and
possibly some of the
same templates you use
for your website.

This is an area where you should hold your design team responsible. If there’s a problem, they will
see it.

An Eye for Mobile Design
It’s not all about website design. Most organization also have, or are working on, their mobile user
experiences. You’ll want to be sure the CMS you select allows you to create rich mobile experiences
leveraging the same content and possibly some of the same templates you use for your website.
Something else you’ll also want to leverage - that great design.
Your design firm can help you understand what a CMS offers in terms of building mobile visual
experiences. They should know what’s possible and what isn’t, using their knowledge of the latest
mobile trends (especially one you may already have implemented or planned).
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Selecting Your CMS: Tips to Get
You Started
Is there a “best” right way to select your CMS? There is no fool-proof way to approach a CMS
selection process that will yield the best possible answer. However, there are things you should do to
ensure you go into this process armed with the information you need to ask the right questions and
evaluate each solution fairly.
Here are a few tips to help you get off on the right foot:
1. Have a plan: Maybe that seems like a silly thing to suggest, but there are more
than a few organizations out there that go into this process without a well laid out
plan.
2. Establish a CMS selection time frame and stick to it.
3. Put together your evaluation team based on a mix of business and technical
people, with particular emphasis on the end users of the CMS.
4. Clearly document what your requirements are (and how you phase them in,
because you won’t do everything at once). Don’t list something as a requirement
if you don’t ever plan to use it. Just because it’s on some generic “what to look
for in a web CMS”, doesn’t mean you need to be sure it’s there. These are your
needs, what you are trying to achieve.
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5. Do your research. There is a ton of information available on the web, not only
from the CMS vendors themselves, but from existing customers, analysts, and
industry media. Go into your evaluations packed with questions based on your
research.
6. Determine your requirements to shortlist and don’t pick too many CMS vendors.
There are so many options available out there, know what the minimum
requirements are and then cut from there. You can’t evaluation them all. You’ll go
crazy.
7. Give your shortlist a set of user scenarios to demonstrate. This enables you to
base part of your evaluation evenly against all vendors.
8. Map the technical environment. How will it integrate with your existing systems?
Will you need to purchase additional add-ons/modules or third party tools outside
what the CMS provides?
Selecting a new content management system is hard work. No one wants to make a wrong choice.
The best you can do is put together the right team, which includes, but is not driven by, your design
team.
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